
ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE 
WE WALK & TALK  
 
BILIANA VOUTCHKOVA  violin, voice 
VIRGINIA ZAHARIEVA  poetry 
 
8 September 2016 21:00 concert VINERIA TIRANO 
Via XX settembre 25, 23037 TIRANO (SO) 
 
9 September 2016 21:00 concert LO SPAZIO POSCHIAVO 
Via dal Poz 69, CH-7742 Poschiavo 
 
free admission 
 
 
Two women exchange experiences, sensations, sounds, words and emotions that merge 
with the powerful nature surrounding of Poschiavo. During the time of our artistic residency 
we talk, we listen and we are attentive to each other. We take pictures in the mountains, 
picture of life traces on our souls, faces and bodies. We provoke and learn from each 
other. We trace out the silence. Sketch the absence. We breathe. We write and 
compose. We intend to translate our process to the audience through music and poetry. Our 
performance intends to inspire, raise new questions and awake new thoughts about love, 
living together and non-attachment. 
 
 
BILIANA VOUTCHKOVA  violin, voice 
www.bilianavoutchkova.net 
Biliana Voutchkova is a dedicated composer-performer / interpreter whose work combines 
regular performances of major solo violin / ensemble works, new works by contemporary 
composers often written for her and improvisation. Her constant research as a creative 
improviser spans the widest possible range of sound / music / movement and extends the 
sonic and technical capacities of her instrument evolving into the development of a highly 
individual musical language. Biliana Voutchkova lives in Berlin and appears at festivals and 
concert series worldwide. Recently she released the solo album Modus of Raw on Evil 
Rabbit Records that was recorded in Poschiavo in 2015 during her residency. 
 
 
VIRGINIA ZAHARIEVA  poetry 
www.zvergi.com 
Virginia Zaharieva is a writer and psychotherapist. Writing, capturing sounds, investigating 
the psyche, painting with ink, creating performances and installations Ð these are all part of 
her activities. In all of her literary and civic endeavours over the years, Virginia Zaharieva 
helped the female voice to be heard. Literary critics have labelled her as a brilliant 
representative of Bulgarian Žcriture fŽminine. She wrote four books of poetry and one 
collection of essays The mercy of a small mirror. Her novel Nine Rabbits is among the most 
important Bulgarian books and has been read by three generations of women. Virginia is a 
founder of the Bulgarian branch of Radio France International in Sofia and editor-in-chief of 
P.S., the first gender magazine in Bulgaria. 
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